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Colossians 3:1   Seek Things Above 

Most human, religious effort is done for the purpose of reforming behavior.  

From the most religious to the most secular, people sense that they are not quite what they should be and because of this, they try to improve.  Generally the methodology people use for reforming their lives is to make resolutions, 
set up rules and boundaries, and try harder.  The false teachers in Colossi taught this same thing and Paul refers to it this in Colossians 2.  

Christians often try this same method and anyone who has tried it knows it doesn’t work.  Most of us can’t even remember when our resolutions for 2001 went by the wayside and it’s only March!

Trying to reform your behavior through rules won’t work.  The reason it won't work is found at the end of Colossians 2:
Colossians 2:20-23 20If you died with Christ to the basic principles of this world, why, as though you still belonged to it, do you submit to its rules: 21"Do not handle! Do not taste! Do not touch!"? 22These are all destined to perish with use, because they are based on human commands and teachings. 23Such regulations indeed have an appearance of wisdom, with their self-imposed worship, their false humility and their harsh treatment of the body, but they lack any value in restraining sensual indulgence. 
That is why the law can never make a person holy – it tells you what to do, but it doesn’t give you the power to do it.

So rules, resolutions, and trying harder won’t work. What will work, then?  Paul tells us in Colossians 2. In this chapter, we are going to learn the keys to success in the Christian life:
Ø	How to change your desires
Ø	How to become content in your life.
Ø	How to have self-discipline/control
Ø	How to control your speech 
Ø	How to become an honest person
Ø	All about forgiveness
Ø	Peaceful relationships
Ø	Marriage and family

Colossians 3:1-4   1Therefore, if you have been raised with Christ, seek things above, where Christ is seated at the right hand of God.  2And set your mind on things above, not earthly things. 3For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. 4When Christ, who is your life, appears, then you also will appear with him in glory.

Since You have been Raised With Christ
It’s if, not “since”.  There are Greek words for “since.”  “If” is used when the writer wants you to think through the issue logically.  The Colossians already understood they had been raised with Christ.  Paul is saying, “If that is indeed true, doesn’t it follow that you would seek the things above?” The reason asceticism (the religious doctrine that one can reach a higher spiritual state by rigorous self-discipline and self-denial) doesn’t work is because it’s a man-centered solution.  Paul offers a Christ-centered solution in Colossians 3:1-4 (above).
1 with Christ
1 where Christ
3 with Christ 
4 when Christ 
It’s not too hard to figure out the focus of this passage.  It’s all about where Christ is, what He has done, what He is going to do, and when He does it.  The only issue for us is how highly involved are you in all that?  

What does it mean that we have been raised with Christ?  That is a very abstract thought and there is a danger of reading something like that without it having any meaning connected to it in your mind, but Paul meant something by it when he wrote it. It doesn’t mean that we were raised physically.  It means we are joined together with Christ at the right hand of God. Don’t think of a “right hand man” - that communicates subordination. Instead, it's the opposite. This phrase in Scripture is a way of describing the most exalted position imaginable. In Biblical times when a king seated someone at his right hand, he was recognizing him as a peer (e.g. Bathsheba).  This is not intended to be something you picture in your mind.  It is symbolic of Jesus’ equality with the Father.
Psalm 110:1  1The LORD says to my Lord: "Sit at my right hand until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet." 
5 The Lord is at your right hand; He will crush kings on the day of his wrath. 

Either someone has two right hands, or this is not a literal seating arrangement.  The point is that they are equals (Ps.110 is quoted 5 times in the New Testament). This is why in scripture: 
Mathew 26:64,65  64"In the future you will see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of the Mighty One and coming on the clouds of heaven."  65Then the high priest tore his clothes and said, "He has spoken blasphemy!"
Ephesians 1:20-22  20He raised him from the dead and seated him at His right hand in the heavenly realms, 21far above all rule and authority, power and dominion, and every title that can be given, not only in the present age but also in the one to come. 22And God placed all things under His feet and appointed Him to be head over everything.
There are a lot of exalted beings in heaven, but if you are at the right hand of the Father, you are far above all of them. Twenty-two times in the New Testament we read about Jesus being exalted to the right hand of the Father.  

The right hand was also a place of blessing.  You enjoy the company of the person at your right hand.
Ps.16:11 …you will fill me with joy in your presence, with eternal pleasures at your right hand. 
That’s where Christ is, but get this – that’s not even the main point in Colossians.3:1.  The main point here is that you are there with Christ! You can watch TBN and see people who went there and came back.  Big deal – I’m still there!

But I’m not there.  I’m here.
My body is right now located not in heaven, but just off 95th & Paschal in Louisville.  The same is true of my mind – it stays with my body.  If my body goes to Wal-Mart in Lafayette, then that is where my mind will be located. My mind is in the same place as my body (almost all the time). The same is true of my soul and spirit.  Are there times when my spirit is in Boulder and my body in Erie?  No. God made us as a unified whole, so where part of you is, the rest of you is there also.  

So, exactly what is the Bible trying to communicate to us when it talks about us being united with Christ, right now, in heaven?  We get some insight in Philippians 3:20:
 20…our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus Christ…
It’s not a matter of location, but of citizenship.  It’s a matter not of where you are, but of where your home is.  Ascending beyond the futility of this world is not a matter of mysticism, but of orientation (orientation meaning what direction you are heading in life).  Orientation is a matter of identification. For example:
·	If you grew up in Denver, you are likely to be a Broncos fan.  
·	You are more interested in the family you grew up in than the family of a stranger because you are identified with them, so you pursue the things that have to do with that family.
·	You generally pursue things that have to do with the United States rather than other countries, because you are identified with this country.
As Christians, we are identified with the risen, glorified Christ.  He is everything to us, and so we only pursue the things that have to do with Him.  

Suppose you went to sleep in church for a long time, and when you woke up you learned that while you were asleep someone moved your home to Hawaii.  The moment you wake up you are still located in the same place as when you went to sleep, but while you were sleeping you went from being a local resident to being an out of town visitor. Now your home, your family, your job and all your possessions are all in Hawaii. You can’t go straight to Hawaii yet, though, because your new job in Hawaii requires you to take care of some business here before you get to go see your new home. So, you will stay here in Colorado until that business is taken care of – you will remain here temporarily, but what will change?

What will change is that you will no longer pursue things in Colorado.  You will stay here on business, but you won’t invest yourself here. Hawaii is now your home, so you’re not going to go out and spend $1,000 on a new down parka and hiking boots.  If you spend money, it will be for a surfboard, not skis.  It will be for something that pertains to your new home. You won’t run for Boulder city council.  You won’t enroll your kids in school here.  All your business (with the exception of your present assignment) is now in Hawaii. And just because you are temporarily living here, don’t let that throw you off.  If Tracy and I take a trip to Mexico and we go shopping, she’s not going to spend hundreds of dollars for new lamps or carpet for the hotel room, even if we are stuck there for an extended period of time. If she obtains anything it will be for her home here…UNLESS……unless she forgets where she lives. If your new home is in Hawaii, you are not going to invest yourself here in Colorado unless you forget where you live. I hope you haven’t forgotten where you live.

 The point of Colossians 3 is to remind us where our home is.  Everyone lives their lives seeking something; Don’t seek the things that pertain to this hotel room, seek the things that pertain to your home.

Of course, the problem with that illustration is that if your home is in Hawaii, you could still enjoy the things that are in Colorado.  But, “heaven-born individuals cannot gain satisfaction from earth-born remedies.” (Hendriksen) You are really a fish out of water in this world now.  It’s like being transformed from being a fish to being a bird.  While you were a fish, you loved being in the water, but since you became a bird, you don’t gain much satisfaction from being under water.

When you become a Christian, God makes you a new creature – a new creation.  You now have a new nature with different characteristics and it’s going to take different things to satisfy you.  
Colossians 3:1 …seek things above…
This command is the crux of this chapter and the whole Christian life. What does it mean to seek, and what is above? Seek is a fairly straightforward word – the English word is very close to the Greek word.  Sometimes it means to attempt to find something, but most of the time it’s normal use is to attempt to obtain something. For example, if you seek money, it’s not that you are just trying to find some money to look at.  Someone who seeks money is someone who wants to obtain money and appropriate it for himself – to possess it for his own use. The word is not complicated, but the theological concept is rich and crucial.  

The Christian life is a life of seeking, and the non-Christian life is also a life of seeking.  (Alan)  The line of demarcation between the saved and the lost is what they are seeking. As Christians, we are commanded to seek things above. Where is above? It’s pretty simple:
John 8:21-23 21….Jesus said to them, "I am going away, and …Where I go, you cannot come."  
23…"You are from below; I am from above. You are of this world; I am not of this world.
Above is the place Jesus came from and the place to which He returned.  It is heaven – the dwelling place of God. We are to seek to obtain things that are there. This passage is calling us to try to obtain the things that are in the dwelling place of God (not God).

What are those things?
The Bible never tells us what they are – it only tells us what they are like.  There is a very important reason for that. But first, what are they like?

1. They are like the things that get us excited.
We can’t see them now, but if we could they would cause us to 23rejoice…and leap for joy even in the midst of persecution (Luke6:23).  I’ve been pretty happy before, but it takes a lot to get me leaping.

2. They are like the things we consider most valuable.
In Mathew 6:19-20,  Jesus says they are like the kinds of things you would put in a treasury chest or a lock box or vault – they are like the kinds of things that you go out of your way to protect more than you do the rest of your possessions.  


3. They are like money.
Jesus compared it to money.  Getting money in this life has a certain effect on us (we like it).  Getting these things in heaven will have that same effect. Colossians3:24 says our reward will be like an inheritance. Hebrews11:26 says it will surpass all the treasures of Egypt.

4. They are like the highest privileges on earth.
In Luke19, we find that it will be like gaining charge of 10 cities – great responsibility and something of meaning and importance.  It will bring a great sense of fulfillment.

5. They are like the highest honors on earth.
1 Peter 5:4 says it will be like a crown of glory. This kind of crown was a wreath given to honor someone. Just like a medal today, put around your neck for no other purpose than to honor you.  When it's hung around your neck, the whole stadium cheers. The rewards we are talking about won’t be literal crowns, but it will be like standing in front of a stadium full of redeemed people and angels, being honored by God.
1 Peter 1:7  [trials] have come so your faith-of greater worth than gold, …may be proved genuine and may result in praise, glory and honor when Jesus Christ is revealed.
The cheers of the multitudes in an earthly stadium are empty and meaningless, but the cheers of heaven are worthy of seeking. 
1 Corinthians 4:5  …At that time each will receive his praise from God. 

6. They will be similar to a huge feast with loved ones. (Luke 13:29)

7.  They are thrilling to God.
You may be thinking, “I have high standards.  It takes a lot to make me happy.”
Mathew 25:21 Come and share your master's happiness!' 
It will be something so wonderful that it will make God happy!  God has had a great life for all eternity.  He has experienced incomprehensible, eternal, infinite, exuberant joy forever. What do you think it takes to make someone like that happy?  We wouldn’t say that God is spoiled (because that wouldn’t be reverent), but think of it – someone who has experienced that level of happiness for so long, can you imagine what kind of thing it would take to make Him happy?

Suppose you had to entertain some billionaire at your house and you were told “Make sure you show him a good time.”  What would it take?  What would it take to make God happy? We can’t see it or comprehend it, but the rewards we can obtain in heaven are of such a quality that God Himself enjoys those things!!  They are so incredibly wonderful that they are making God happy – infinitely happy!

On Judgment Day, if you are a believer, the moment will come when the Lord Jesus Christ will turn to you and say "Come and share your master's happiness! "We don’t know what the rewards are, but we are given enough information to where if we believe what we are told, we would break our backs to get them.

So why doesn’t God tell us what they are?
If God told us or showed us, it would rob us of our ability to seek them out of faith.  If I want to know how much my kids trust me and I offer them a present in a box, I can tell how much they trust me by watching how excited they are before the box is opened.  Once it’s open, there is no way to tell how much they trust me.

All the things I told you about the heavenly rewards are true, but they can’t be seen.  We are simply called to live as though we believed it to be true, even though you can’t tell it’s true by looking around. In Hebrews 11, the writer steps back from this amazing list of men and women of faith and makes this observation: 
Hebrews 11:13-16  13All these people were still living by faith when they died. They did not receive the things promised; they only saw them and welcomed them from a distance. And they admitted that they were aliens and strangers on earth. 14People who say such things show that they are looking for a country of their own. 15If they had been thinking of the country they had left, they would have had opportunity to return. 16Instead, they were longing for a better country-a heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to be called their God, for he has prepared a city for them. 
God is not ashamed of you, but instead He is pleased with you and proud of you when you seek the things He offers, preferring that over seeking the things you can see.  This action glorifies God because it announces to the world that He is trustworthy when He makes promises. Living as a citizen of heaven is a mark of faith, because you are seeking things that you can’t see. 

If we go back to the mall illustration: imagine everyone goes off to the stores that interest them and you go to the invisible store. It looks like just an empty place in the mall and yet you are standing there throwing all your money down hand over fist. The people around you think you are crazy to be doing that, but you tell them, “I believe this will ultimately pay off.” If that happened they would probably question whether your elevator went all the way to the top.  They would assume you had taken leave of your senses and they would be right if there were really no store there. That is a picture of the Christian life.  
1 Corinthians 15:19  If only for this life we have hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men.   
In other words, we would have to be crazy to live this way if there is no resurrection. Let that sink in.  Is the way you live your life ridiculous and insane if there is no resurrection?  

Some people think the Christian life is just living clean, being nice, following the golden rule.  If that’s the Christian life, why would 1 Colossians 15:19 be true?  There are benefits to living a clean life even if there is no resurrection.

Ask yourself, are you making decisions that can only be explained by the fact that you believe in the resurrection?  A person would have to be insane to live like Paul and to subject himself to what Paul subjected himself to if there were no resurrection.  Can that be said about you?  If someone saw how much effort and time you put into ministry, would they say it’s ridiculous?   If it turned out there is no resurrection, would most everything you do in life be a pitiful waste? If not, perhaps it’s because you are seeking earthly things.  If the world can look at your life and say, “That makes sense – I can see why she would live that way” – you must have forgotten where your home is.  

The whole issue with heavenly riches and rewards has to do not with those things but with God.  He offers them to us out of love.  We seek to obtain them out of faith – trust in His goodness.  It’s not primarily about us getting things; it’s about our relationship with God.

Part of our Relationship W/ God
Sometimes preachers will say that seeking rewards ought to be secondary.  You should serve God out of duty, not because you want reward.  Seeking reward is greedy and crass and selfish.  That’s only a motive for the immature.  
***Mathew 5:46, 6:1-6,  6:16-18   46If you love those who love you, what reward will you get? 1"Be careful not to do your `acts of righteousness' before men, to be seen by them. If you do, you will have no reward from your Father in heaven. 
2"So when you give to the needy, do not announce it with trumpets, as the hypocrites do… to be honored by men. I tell you the truth, they have received their reward in full. 
3But when you give, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, 4… Then your Father, …will reward you. 
5"And when you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for they love to pray…to be seen by men. I tell you the truth, they have received their reward in full.  6But when you pray, go into your room, close the door…Then your Father…will reward you.
16"When you fast, do not look somber as the hypocrites do, for they disfigure their faces to show men they are fasting. I tell you the truth, they have received their reward in full. 17But when you fast, put oil on your head and wash your face,  18so that it will not be obvious to men that you are fasting, but only to your Father, who is unseen; and your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you. 

How can anyone say we are not to have reward as a motive?  To say that is to simply discard what Christ emphatically said in favor of our own “superior” ideas. The idea that it is a mark of maturity to dismiss rewards as a valid motive couldn’t be farther from what the Bible teaches.  
Mathew 6:19-21 19"Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves break in and steal. 20But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where moth and rust do not destroy, and where thieves do not break in and steal.  21For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also. 
That’s a command.  Do you really think God would offer us something that is wrong?  Does the Lord urge us to have impure motives?  Does God ever call us to anything but the very highest level of living?

Are Those Things Worth Seeking?
There are a lot of great things here (on earth) and you would have to be a fool to seek the things there (in heaven) unless they are better than the things here.  
Jeremiah 2:12,13 12Be appalled at this, O heavens, and shudder with great horror," declares the LORD.
What sin could we commit that would rattle the whole Galaxy?
13My people have committed two sins: They have forsaken me, the spring of living water, and have dug their own cisterns, broken cisterns that cannot hold water.
What sin could we commit that shocks the very creation itself?  Seeking satisfaction from a source other the things God offers. It’s one or the other.  You can either drink from God’s cistern or try to dig your own in this world, but you can’t do both.
Mathew 6:24  "No one can serve two masters. Either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and Money. 
You can’t seek in two opposite directions simultaneously. Colossians 3 is a call to turn your back to the world and seek the things that are in the dwelling place of God.

It is not a mark of immaturity to want that which God has to offer.  That’s part of love.
Suppose I come home one day and say to Tracy, “I’ve made arrangements for baby-sitting, so get some things together. We are going out tonight and staying in a hotel. We are just going to spend a couple days together.”
And she says, “You don’t have to do that.”  Is the mature response for me to say, “Oh yes I do.  I don’t want to and it’s a major sacrifice for me, but it’s my duty.”?

What if instead I said, “I don’t have to do it, I want to do it. I need to do it.  I’m dying to spend some uninterrupted time with you because I love being with you and there is no place in the world I would rather be and nothing in the world I would rather do than spend time with you.” Do you think she would respond, “All you ever think about is yourself”? If all I want is what she has to offer me, and I don’t really love her for who she is – if I’m not willing to sacrifice for her, then that’s bad.  However, that’s not to say it’s wrong for me to want what she has to offer.  That’s part of love.

When I got home from CA my kids ran to hug me.  They did that because they wanted to – they wanted to do that at that moment more than they wanted to do anything else.  Do you think I spanked them for being selfish? 

If you see someone who spends a lot of time in worship or prayer or meditation upon Scripture, do you rebuke them for being greedy for blessing and over-indulgent?  

If my birthday rolls around and she says, “I have made plans for us today.  I intend to make this the best day of your life.  I am going to give you that which you delight in…” and I respond by saying, “No thanks.  I think I’ll spend the day reading a book on marriage instead.” – would that honor her?

When someone is not interested in what you have to offer, that is a slap in the face.

Orientation
The word seek also carries the idea of the direction and orientation of your life. Throughout your life you are seeking to obtain things, and those things are the things that are associated with the affections of your heart.

Very often the affections of a woman’s heart involve her home.  A woman generally has a great interest in homemaking – she has an interest the place she lives.  She is concerned with what color it is, what’s on the walls, the furniture, the arrangement, etc.  At least that’s the way Tracy is. Everybody goes through life seeking the things that pertain to their affections, so if there is a spot in the house that needs a lamp; Tracy will seek to obtain a lamp.  She might seek to obtain matching silverware, or seek to obtain a magazine that talks about decoration, or seek to obtain a comforter that matches the colors in the bedroom.

The affections of a man are often connected with his career, recreation or hobbies. Since everyone goes through life seeking something – seeking to obtain that which has to do with the affections of his soul, he will tend to be on the lookout for those things that have to do with his job.  If there is an opportunity to be promoted or get into a better position (higher salary, better office, closer to his area of expertise), he will seek to obtain those things.

Which way is your life pointing?  Suppose we loaded all of you up and drove you to some huge mall, and said, “We will be here for an hour,” and everybody scattered, you could tell what each person's interest is by which direction he begins walking. For instance, someone might make a b-line to browse the tool section at Sears.  Someone else might go straight to the bookstore.  Another might browse a jewelry store or a sports store or a clothes store. Then there would be people like me, who would say, “Listen, as soon as you all are done shopping, meet me in the food court.”

The message of Colossians3 is that the direction you are to take in this life is up.  You are to set your affections on the Kingdom of God and keep your eyes open for things you can obtain that have to do with God's dwelling place in heaven. That should be the orientation of your life.  Just like the needle on a compass is drawn toward the north, so your life should be drawn toward heaven. You can move a compass needle to point in a different direction, but as soon as you let go, it will go right back to pointing north.  This is how it should be with us.  Someone talks to you about some mundane earthly thing, or some crisis comes up that distracts your attention from things above, as soon as that is over your attention should be drawn right back heavenward. 

Hebrews 3:1 Therefore, holy brothers, who share in the heavenly calling, fix your thoughts on Jesus, the apostle and high priest whom we confess.










